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Executive Summary
From October 14, 2011 to November 14, 2011, Information and Infrastructure Assurance (IIA) conducted a penetration test
of HathiTrust, a digital library access platform for public domain and in copyright content from a variety of sources.
The penetration test was conducted against servers comprising and supporting the production environment for HathiTrust.
Testing focused on assessing the security posture of the application with respect to the access controls around in-copyright
works. Priority was given to components that contain or have direct access to the repository of digital works, specifically the
HathiTrust website and the Isilon storage cluster.
By the conclusion of the testing period, eleven vulnerabilities had been identified, but none enabled immediate direct or
indirect access to in-copyright works. It is reasonable to conclude that a casual real-world attacker would have similar
results.
Two of the vulnerabilities found are considered high-severity and could potentially be used in a targeted attack to obtain
elevated credentials to the HathiTrust website. However, both require some level of social engineering or user interaction to
successfully exploit in this fashion, which somewhat mitigates the risk.
One medium-severity vulnerability that was identified in the Isilon storage cluster may enable a more serious brute-force
attack against the NFS service that would result in full access to the repository of digital works. The attack could not be
validated, so is considered theoretical at this point. It is recommended that access to the cluster’s NFS-related ports be
limited to prevent attackers from even attempting to exploit such weaknesses in the underlying protocol.
Two vulnerabilities described in the report could be used in attacks that aim to damage the reputation of HathiTrust by adding
content to the public collections list. In one such attack, the content would purport to be from an authenticated user via a
forged request to the site. In another type of attack, a guest user could fill the public collections list with advertising, garbage
data, or unsavory content. In either case, public trust in the security of the website could be seriously undermined.
Most of the vulnerabilities discussed in the report can be directly remediated by Library IT administrators. Of those that will
require a vendor patch, it should be possible to apply short-term workarounds to restrict access to the vulnerable services
until a patch is available. In addition to the vulnerabilities identified in this report, the Library IT administrators identified
security issues in the HathiTrust website as a direct result of the penetration test (Appendix D). Those issues were
remediated very early in the test, and likely prevented more serious exploits from being leveraged against the website.
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Introduction
The HathiTrust website describes the HathiTrust Digital Library as “a digital preservation repository and highly functional
access platform [that] provides long-term preservation and access services for public domain and in copyright content from a
variety of sources, including Google, the Internet Archive, Microsoft, and in-house partner institution initiatives.”
The digital library access platform consists of a web front-end, several APIs, and individual tools that enable users to search
and view content and metadata related to works in the HathiTrust repository. The extent of access available to a user depends
on the status of the work (public domain or in-copyright) and in some use cases the type of user.
In October 2011, Information and Infrastructure Assurance (IIA) met with the HathiTrust stakeholders to discuss conducting
a penetration test of the environment. The test was performed by an IIA analyst from October 14, 2011 to November 14,
2011. The remainder of this report describes the test and presents detailed descriptions of the vulnerabilities discovered and
exploited in HathiTrust.

Objectives
The high-level objective of the penetration test against HathiTrust was to determine the feasibility of compromising the
confidentiality and integrity of the application. A compromise in confidentiality would involve accessing data without the
appropriate authorization. Compromising integrity would involve modifying data without the appropriate authorization.
Specific goals were developed to focus the testing, as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Obtain access to storage containing copyrighted materials, either directly or via servers that mount exported NFS
shares
Gain access to functionality/in-copyright access intended to support those with print disabilities
Manipulate the rights database directly or indirectly (for instance, via bibliographic data) to enable access to works
that are normally restricted

None of the goals were successfully met using vulnerabilities found during the testing period, although several of the
vulnerabilities identified could be leveraged by an attacker for those purposes.

Scope
The penetration test took place against hosts listed in Appendix A. Web application testing focused on accessible interfaces
available over HTTP/HTTPS, including the HathiTrust digital library application, Mirlyn Classic, and the Isilon cluster’s web
administration interface and PlatformAPI. Infrastructure testing focused on the Isilon cluster, with special attention to NFS.
One host from the cluster was designated for testing.
Application testing was performed from two different perspectives:
•
•

Unauthenticated – This user has not yet logged in to the application, and should be prompted to log in when
attempting to access restricted content.
Authenticated User – A user that has successfully authenticated, but may or may not be authorized to use the target
resource.

There were several constraints on testing:
•

The university’s instance of HathiTrust uses Shibboleth for authentication to Cosign. Since Cosign is considered a
separate service in and of itself, no direct testing was performed against it.
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•

•

Denial-of-service tests, brute-force login attempts, and social engineering, while viable attack vectors, were deemed
out of scope. However, when a vulnerability that impacted confidentiality or integrity also resulted in an impact on
availability, it was noted in the calculation of the vulnerability’s severity.
Due to scheduling constraints, the test was limited to four calendar weeks.

Since the assessment window was limited, it was not feasible to exhaustively test all possible attack vectors. Testing of the
HathiTrust website focused on the print disabilities interface, the full/restricted view interface, and to a lesser extent the
interfaces used to manage collections. Testing of the Isilon cluster focused on the web administration interface, the
PlatformAPI, and services related to NFS. Other hosts and services were minimally tested.

Methodology
The HathiTrust penetration test used a methodology derived from portions of the OSSTMM version 2.2
(http://www.isecom.org/osstmm/) and the OWASP Testing Guide version 3
(http://www.owasp.org/index.php/Category:OWASP_Testing_Project). The high-level steps in the methodology are as
follows:
1. Public Information Gathering – Public sources of data are queried for any relevant information about the target
server and application. Examples are web search engines, internal search engines, and DNS.
2. Infrastructure Testing
a. Port Scanning – The targets are scanned for open ports.
b. Service Identification – Open ports are probed to identify the type and version of the running services.
c. System Identification – Each target is tested to determine the type and version of the host’s operating
system.
d. Configuration Management Testing – Automated and manual testing is used to identify vulnerabilities in
the installed software or the configuration of the host.
e. Vulnerability Research and Exploit Testing – Any identified vulnerabilities are verified and if possible,
exploited within the defined scope of the test.
3. Application Testing
a. Application Discovery – The application is browsed to discover available interfaces and limits of
authorization.
b. Authentication Testing – The application is tested for ways to bypass authentication and manipulate
authentication interfaces. Authentication testing performed as part of the penetration test was limited to
HathiTrust, and did not directly test Cosign or the weblogin servers used for authentication.
c. Session Management Testing – Session data (cookies or session identifiers) are manipulated and checked
for predictability.
d. Authorization Testing – Restricted interfaces are tested for authorization bypass vulnerabilities. Pages are
manipulated to attempt to view restricted data.
e. Data Validation Testing – The application is tested for input validation weaknesses and vulnerabilities
such as cross-site scripting (XSS) and SQL injection.
f. Vulnerability Research and Exploit Testing – Any identified vulnerabilities are verified and if possible,
exploited within the defined scope of the test.

Classification of Findings
Vulnerabilities identified in the “Findings” section of this report are each classified by severity. To determine the severity,
we use the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), a vendor-neutral framework for assigning scores to
vulnerabilities in a manner that reflects the actual risk each vulnerability would pose for an organization. The CVSS is
maintained by the Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams (FIRST) and is endorsed by companies such as Cisco,
IBM, and Oracle. An extensive overview of CVSS is available at http://www.first.org/cvss/cvss-guide.html.
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A CVSS score may be derived from three groups of metrics to arrive at an overall value between 0 and 10. These three
separate metric groups are the Base metrics, Temporal metrics and Environmental metrics. The Base metrics represent the
essence of a vulnerability: whether it may be exploited remotely, whether login credentials are required, whether it may allow
an attacker to run a program on the vulnerable target, and other attributes of similar relevance. The Temporal metrics account
for qualities that can change over time such as availability of a patch or exploit code. The Environmental metrics evaluate
mitigating controls that an organization may have in place reducing the exposure of the vulnerability, and also allow for the
impacted components of confidentiality, integrity, and availability to be weighted. For vulnerabilities in custom-built
software, we use the Base metrics to calculate severity. Temporal metrics may be used in addition to Base metrics when a
vulnerability is identified in vendor-provided software. If certain components should be weighted more heavily in the
calculation of severity (for instance, when confidentiality is of utmost importance), then the Environmental metrics may be
used. In all cases, the CVSS vector will be provided along with the score to provide clarity around the scoring methodology.
When calculating the severities for HathiTrust vulnerabilities, the Environmental metric was adjusted to give increased
weight to both confidentiality and integrity. Each vulnerability was scored relative to the impact it would have on the
HathiTrust application; thus vulnerabilities that allow more access or higher privileges to HathiTrust are accordingly given
higher severity. Vulnerabilities were given ratings according to their scores, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: CVSS Severity Ratings

Rating
High
Medium
Low

CVSS Score
7.0 – 10.0
4.0 – 6.9
0.0 – 3.9

Conclusions
The vulnerabilities found in the HathiTrust application and supporting environment were not significant enough to enable
immediate direct or indirect access to in-copyright materials within the time allotted. However, this should not be interpreted
to mean that such access is impossible. Some attacks - such as those that exploit cross-site scripting vulnerabilities - involve
aspects of social engineering that were out of the scope of this test, but could be used in a real-world attack to obtain
credentials that enable in-copyright access. Another attack detailed in this report involves a theoretical brute-force attack
against NFS that a real-world attacker would be better positioned to exploit, since no time constraints would apply.
An appropriate conclusion that can be drawn from the test is that the current controls applied to HathiTrust would likely repel
casual attackers who are seeking in-copyright access. Tightening the controls around the storage cluster that houses incopyright materials would go a long way toward preventing even motivated attackers from succeeding. On the other hand,
casual attackers that aim to damage the reputation of HathiTrust would be successful given the vulnerabilities found.
The remainder of this report describes the vulnerabilities found in detail.

Contact Information
Dawn Isabel
University Ethical Hacker
ITS - Information and Infrastructure Assurance (IIA)
dki@umich.edu
734-647-6204
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Summary of Results
The following table provides a summary of the vulnerabilities found during the penetration test. Each is discussed in detail in
the next section of the report.
#

Risk
Level

Issue

1

High

Reflected CrossSite Scripting
(XSS)

2

High

HathiTrust
Persistent XSS and
Cross-Site Request
Forgery (XSRF)

Three HathiTrust interfaces are vulnerable to persistent cross-site
scripting and cross-site request forgery. Together, these could be
used to embed a script in a user’s collections.

3

Medium

Isilon Invalid SSL
Certificate

The Isilon web administration interface uses an invalid SSL
certificate, which could aid an attacker in intercepting administrator
sessions.

4

Medium

HathiTrust Create
Public Collection
as Guest

The HathiTrust application allows guests to create public
collections using the Edit Collection interface.

5

Medium

Isilon Unfiltered
NFS Port

6

Medium

Isilon SNMP
Default
Community String

7

Medium

HathiTrust
Unvalidated
Redirect

8

Medium

Isilon
Authorization
Bypass

9

Medium

Isilon PlatformAPI
Information
Disclosure

10

Medium

Isilon Login Page
Denial-of-Service

The Isilon web administration login page can be coerced into an
unrecoverable error state, making it impossible to log in.

11

Medium

Isilon Web
Interface Verbose
Errors

The Isilon web administration interface displays verbose
information about errors, including stack traces and full paths on
the server.

Ȁ  

Description
Several HathiTrust-related web applications are vulnerable to
reflected cross-site scripting, which could be used to execute a
malicious script via a specially-crafted link.

The Isilon cluster allows access to the NFS ports to campus hosts,
even though those hosts should not be able to mount the repository.
This allows attackers to gather data about the NFS service, and
potentially launch a brute-force attack to find a valid filehandle.
The Isilon cluster responds to SNMP requests with the default
“public” community string. An attacker could use SNMP to gain
significant information about the cluster’s operations.
The HathiTrust login interface accepts arbitrary URLs in the
“target” parameter, which could allow an attacker to embed a
malicious link in the login page via a specially-crafted link.
Some Isilon web administration pages neglect to check the user’s
authorization, which allows an unauthenticated user to obtain
limited configuration information about the cluster.
The Isilon cluster PlatformAPI interface discloses some
configuration information about the cluster.
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Detailed Findings
1

High

Reflected Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)

Issue:
Several HathiTrust-related web applications are vulnerable to reflected cross-site scripting, which could be used to execute a
malicious script via a specially-crafted link.
Background:
Cross-site scripting is a specific type of input validation / output encoding vulnerability in which a script can be injected into
the contents of a web page and run within the context of the domain on which it was loaded. This vulnerability occurs when
user-supplied input is used within the HTML output of a web page without first validating the contents and encoding special
characters. An attacker may be able to use XSS vulnerabilities to directly inject HTML tags, JavaScript code, and CSS styles
directly into the target web page. Because the browser views the injected content as having originated from the target site,
the content will be allowed to access and manipulate other parts of the page or the website in accordance with the same-origin
policy.
In the most basic type of XSS attack, user-supplied input from the query string of a URL is re-displayed within the page
output, but is not persisted to a database or other storage. As a result, the attacker must entice the victim to access a URL that
contains the malicious input. This might be accomplished through a phishing email, by posting a link in a public forum, or
by convincing the user to browse to a site that the attacker controls. Because it usually requires some level of user
interaction, reflected XSS is considered slightly less severe than persistent XSS.
Locations:
Each web application tested had some form of reflected XSS. The sections below describe each specific vulnerability and the
relative risk or attack scenario in which it might be used.
Isilon Web Administration Interface
The Isilon web administration interface is vulnerable to XSS in two places on the “Login” page. First, the “__formID__”
field can be injected with script tags to induce an error condition in the application. Because verbose error messages are
enabled in the application, the error causes a stack trace to be printed that includes the contents of the “__formID__” field.
The contents are not properly encoded to prevent execution in the browser. An attacker could exploit this by crafting a link
that contains a malicious script, and enticing an authorized admin user to load the link directly or indirectly. The malicious
script could be used to collect the admin’s credentials or perform actions on behalf of the user.
The second vulnerability is in the User-Agent header submitted from a user’s browser to the server. The string contained
within the header is echoed within the Login page. Exploiting browser’s User-Agent header field is typically difficult; it
should be considered a medium-level severity to account for this difficulty.
•

•

Script embedded in __formID__ field:
https://141.213.232.217:8080/?flash=yes&username=&password=&enabletimeout=enable&_action_login=+Log+in
+&__formID__=016f0d--><script>alert(1)</script>ead82e6c221347511
Example User-Agent header with embedded script:
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:7.0.1) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/7.0.14eda2-><script>alert(1)</script>1eef566ec2436cd18

Ȁ  
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HathiTrust Digital Library
The HathiTrust web application has one instance of reflected XSS in the “q1” field on the “search” page. The contents of the
“q1” field are used in the contents of a script in the results page, but single quotes are not encoded in the output. If the output
contains a single quote, it will terminate the string constant in the script, allowing subsequent content to be executed as
Javascript commands. An attacker could exploit the vulnerability in a targeted attack aimed at higher-privileged users of the
site, such as superusers or students with access to the print disabilities interface.
•

Script embedded in the q1 field:
http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt/search?id=8&q1=the7094b'%3balert(1)//93b65658044

Mirlyn Classic
The Mirlyn Classic application is vulnerable to XSS via the “scan_start” parameter. The contents of the parameter are output
into the body content of the page without encoding special characters such as “<” and “>”. This allows script tags to be
passed in via the vulnerable parameter and executed when the page renders. The field length is truncated after a certain
number of characters, but the length is sufficient to call a third-party script via the “src” attribute of the script tag. It is
unclear whether Mirlyn has higher-privileged users to target; if not, this vulnerability may be considered Medium in severity.

Figure 1: Proof-of-concept script embedded in the Mirlyn Classic site.

•

Script embedded in the scan_start field:
http://mirlynclassic.lib.umich.edu/F/?func=scan&scan_code=TTL&scan_start=test59778%22%3E%3Cscript%3Ealert%281%29
%3C/script%3E6a8dd92d6d7

Remediation:
In the case of the Isilon web administration interface, the XSS vulnerabilities found will not be triggered if verbose error
messages are disabled. It may be sufficient to set “ShowDebugInfoOnErrors” to “False” in the file
/usr/local/www/webkit/Configs/Application.config, and restart Apache.
To correct XSS vulnerabilities in application code, user-supplied input should be validated to ensure it contains only expected
values. For instance, a parameter that should contain only alphanumeric text and common punctuation should be validated
against that specification and rejected if the contents don’t match. User-supplied input that is used as output should be
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properly encoded prior to incorporating it into the response. For instance, if user-supplied input will be placed in the body
text of the page, then special characters should be replaced with the equivalent HTML entities.
Classification Calculation:
Overall CVSS v2 Score: 7.1 (High)
Base Vector: (AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N)
Environmental Vector: (CDP:ND/TD:ND/CR:H/IR:H/AR:ND)

2

High

HathiTrust Persistent XSS and Cross-Site Request Forgery (XSRF)

Issue:
Three HathiTrust interfaces are vulnerable to persistent cross-site scripting and cross-site request forgery. Together, these
could be used to embed a script in a user’s collections.
Background:
Cross-site scripting is a type of input validation / output encoding vulnerability in which a script can be injected into the
contents of a web page and run within the context of the domain on which it is loaded. This vulnerability occurs when usersupplied input is used within the HTML output of a web page without first validating the contents and encoding special
characters. An attacker may be able use XSS vulnerabilities to inject HTML tags, JavaScript code, and CSS styles directly
into the target web page. Because the browser views the injected content as having originated from the target site, the content
will be allowed to access and manipulate other parts of the page and website in accordance with the same-origin policy.
When XSS attacks are stored within the web application, such as in a database table, and later retrieved to render within the
web page, the vulnerability is considered persistent. Persistent XSS may require very little work on the part of the attacker
once the malicious script is injected if the target page typically has many visitors. Once the attack is stored, the attacker only
needs to wait for users to visit the page and execute the embedded script.
Cross-site request forgery is an attack that exploits the trust an application has for an authenticated user. In one type of
attack, an authenticated user will load a malicious image file unknowingly from a web page. The image file’s source URL is
set by the attacker to perform an action using the authenticated user’s credentials, which the browser will pass to the server
along with the request. Because the user is authenticated, and the server does not know the context of the request, it will be
processed without the user’s consent. An example of such a URL might be
“http://mail.example.com/messages?action=deleteAllMessages”; if the user has authenticated to “mail.example.com”, her
cookies will be sent with the request and her messages will be deleted.
Locations:
The HathiTrust application is vulnerable to XSS in the “cn” parameter when creating or editing a collection, or copying into a
new collection. The contents of the “cn” field are used in the contents of a script in the results page, but double quotes are
not encoded in the output. If the output contains a double quote, it will terminate the string constant in the script, allowing
subsequent content to be executed as Javascript commands. The injected commands will only run in certain contexts where
the function “getCollArray()” is invoked by the user’s actions, including updating any collection belonging to the user, or
copying selected items into a collection. An attacker could exploit the vulnerability in a targeted attack aimed at higherprivileged users of the site, such as superusers or students with access to the print disabilities interface.
The XSRF vulnerabilities in HathiTrust also involve the interface for collections. Collections in the HathiTrust application
may be created and edited using GET requests without intervention or confirmation from the user, so long as she is already
authenticated. An attacker could craft a malicious IMG tag that either adds a collection to the user’s account with an
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embedded script in the name, or that edits an existing collection in the user’s account to include a script (more difficult, since
the ID of the collection would need to be known in advance). The attacker would still need to plant the IMG tag in a location
where the user would load it, and the XSS attack embedded in the collection name requires user intervention to execute, both
factors which somewhat mitigate the risk of a successful attack.
The XSRF vulnerability alone enables other types of attacks that are both simple to execute and difficult to detect. For
instance, an attacker could use the XSRF attack to create public collections with contents that are selected to embarrass the
targeted user. A successful attack of that type, if widespread, would seriously undermine users’ trust in the HathiTrust
website.
•

•

•

Create collection with embedded script:
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/mb?cn=test23a04f"%3Balert(1)%3B%2F%2F5e123664cee;desc=rw;shrd=0;colltype
=priv;a=addc
Edit collection:
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/mb?c=[collectionID]&a=editc&cn=test23a04f"%3Balert(1)%3B%2F%2F5e123664c
ee&desc=Test&shrd=0
Copy items into a new collection with embedded script:
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/mb?cn=test23a04f"%3Balert(1)%3B%2F%2F5e123664cee&desc=Test&shrd=0&c=
2027688570&iid=wu.89077932515&iid=wu.89072954647&sz=25&pn=1&sort=title_a&a=copyitnc

Remediation:
To correct XSS vulnerabilities in application code, user-supplied input should be validated to ensure it contains only expected
values. For instance, a parameter that should contain only alphanumeric text and common punctuation should be validated
against that specification and rejected if the contents don’t match. User-supplied input that is used as output should be
properly encoded prior to incorporating it into the response. For instance, if user-supplied input will be placed in the body
text of the page, then special characters should be replaced with the equivalent HTML entities.
Addressing XSRF vulnerabilities requires the addition of a nonce to each transaction that prevents requests from being
forged. For more information, see the References section below.
References:
•
•

The Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF/XSRF) FAQ
http://www.cgisecurity.com/csrf-faq.html
Cross Site Reference Forgery
http://www.isecpartners.com/files/XSRF_Paper_0.pdf

Classification Calculation:
Overall CVSS v2 Score: 7.1 (High)
Base Vector: (AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N)
Environmental Vector: (CDP:ND/TD:ND/CR:H/IR:H/AR:ND)

3

Medium

Isilon Invalid SSL Certificate

Issue:
The Isilon web administration interface uses an invalid SSL certificate, which could aid an attacker in intercepting
administrator sessions.
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Background:
The Isilon cluster nodes each provide a web administration interface for cluster management and an API to obtain data about
the cluster. The SSL certificate for both is signed by Isilon Systems, not a trusted root certificate authority. If cluster
administrators become accustomed to seeing an invalid certificate for the interface, it is more likely that an attacker could
successfully perform a man-in-the-middle attack with an invalid certificate. Note that this assumes that cluster administrators
actively use the web interface or API, and have not taken steps to add the Isilon root certificate to local certificate stores.
Location:
Port 8080 and 9443 on any cluster node, such as https://141.213.232.217:8080/.
Remediation:
Install the Isilon Systems CA root certificate on any computer used by an administrator to log in to the web interface.
Alternatively, obtain valid certificates for the cluster.
Classification Calculation:
Overall CVSS v2 Score: 6.9 (Medium)
Base Vector: (AV:L/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:N)
Environmental Vector: (CDP:ND/TD:ND/CR:H/IR:H/AR:ND)

4

Medium

HathiTrust Create Public Collection as Guest

Issue:
The HathiTrust application allows guests to create public collections using the Edit Collection interface.
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Background:
The HathiTrust application states in several places that only authenticated users may create public collections. Guest users who are not required to login - may create private collections, but the collections will not persist past the guest’s session.
However, if a guest creates a private collection, and then uses the Edit Collection interface to make changes, she can set the
collection visibility to “public” and it will show up in the public collections list. The primary impact of such an attack
appears to be the inclusion of unsavory or inappropriate text in the collection name and description that would then show up
in the list of public collections.

Figure 2: When logged in as a guest, users should only be able to create private collections.

Figure 3: The Edit interface allows a guest to make a collection public.
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Figure 4: Once items are added to the collection, it appears in the listing of public collections.

Remediation:
The Edit interface should not present the “Public” option to guests, and should reject attempts by guests to make private
collections public.
Classification Calculation:
Overall CVSS v2 Score: 6.0 (Medium)
Base Vector: (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N)
Environmental Vector: (CDP:ND/TD:ND/CR:H/IR:H/AR:ND)

5

Medium

Isilon Unfiltered NFS Ports

Issue:
The Isilon cluster allows access to NFS-related ports to campus hosts, even though those hosts should not be able to mount
the repository. This allows attackers to gather data about the NFS service, and potentially launch a brute-force attack to find
a valid filehandle.
Background:
NFS uses several TCP and UDP ports to provide access to files and directories on a remote host. In NFSv3, access to
exported directories is commonly restricted by IP address at the time a mount request is made to the mount daemon.
However, hosts that are not allowed to mount the exports are still able to query the service to determine the list of available
exports and which hosts are currently mounting them. Further, the IP-based access control offered by NFSv3 is only
enforced by the mount daemon when the mount is requested, at which point successful mount requests will receive a reply
containing a valid filehandle for the requested export. Subsequent requests to the NFS daemon (port 2049) are not validated
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against the list of allowed hosts; instead, a valid filehandle authenticates the host to the service. In this manner, the NFS
filehandle acts as a password to gain access to the exports. If an attacker can guess or sniff the filehandle, she can gain access
to the exports regardless of the IP address of the requesting host.
Location:
The Isilon cluster provides NFS services to hosts that reside on a private 192.168 subnet. However, hosts on both the public
Internet and campus networks are free to query the NFS server using a utility like “showmount”, which will reveal details of
the repository directory structure as well as hostnames and IP addresses of servers that currently mount the repository
(Appendix C). These details could be useful to an attacker who wishes to target the NFS server for compromise.
An attacker who is sufficiently motivated could also attempt to exploit the availability of the NFS server to conduct a bruteforce attack against the NFS filehandle. NFS filehandles vary from one operating system to the next, with most containing
some amount of random data to help repel attacks. Isilon filehandles are 32 bytes long, of which the first 8 are the filesystem
ID (fsid), followed by an 8-byte logical inode number, 8 bytes that identify the snapshot ID and portal depth, and a final 8byte root logical inode number. Since the /ifs directory is the root of the OneFS filesystem on Isilon clusters, the inode
number is well-known and documented in various places. When /ifs is exported, as it is in the case of the HathiTrust
repository, the two logical inode numbers in the NFS filehandle should be identical and easily predicted. From observing the
NFS filehandles on other Isilon systems, it appears that the snapshot ID and portal depth are predictable as well. It is
unknown how random the remaining 8-byte fsid field is on Isilon systems; if even 4 bytes of the field are predictable (for
instance, based on a timestamp), an attacker could feasibly brute-force the filehandle in a reasonable amount of time by
sending a continuous stream of NFS GETATTR requests to the server with varying filehandles. An attacker could leverage
the nodes in the cluster to distribute the attack by simultaneously querying a number of nodes over UDP.
Remediation:
There are several aspects to remediation. First, move away from NFSv2 and NFSv3 if possible. NFSv4 has options for
strong authentication and eliminates use of the mount daemon. This has the side effect of making the “showmount” utility
unable to obtain information on remote mounts and exports.
Ideally, the NFS server ports should be firewalled from hosts outside of the private 192.168 subnet. If this is not possible,
restricting access to the NFS daemon at minimum would prevent brute-force attacks on the NFS filehandle.
If access to the NFS daemon cannot be restricted, it will be extremely important to protect the confidentiality of valid NFS
filehandles. Exposure of even one filehandle to a malicious actor could allow the entire repository to be compromised from
an arbitrary host. Further, the fsid for the /ifs filesystem will likewise need protection, since it is the only part of the NFS
filehandle that is not immediately predictable. Take care not to transmit the fsid in debug information or log output (for
instance, when requesting support).
Classification Calculation:
Overall CVSS v2 Score: 6.0 (Medium)
Base Vector: (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N)
Environmental Vector: (CDP:ND/TD:ND/CR:H/IR:H/AR:ND)

6

Medium

Isilon SNMP Default Community String

Issue:
The Isilon cluster responds to SNMP requests with the default “public” community string. An attacker could use SNMP to
gain significant information about the cluster’s operations.
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Background:
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is frequently used for device management and typically runs over UDP
port 161. SNMP exposes management information in a hierarchical format that varies based on the device and available
information. To query the data via SNMP version 1, a user must know the “community string” used by the target host. This
string acts as a password that allows access to read data at a minimum, and sometimes also to set values in the hierarchy.
Location:
The hosts in the Isilon cluster all run SNMP over UDP 161, and accept a community string of “public”. When queried, a
node will reveal significant information about itself, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Version string of Isilon OneFS software installed
System uptime
Network interfaces, MAC addresses, configured routes, and configured IP addresses
Network activity, including listening TCP and UDP ports, established connections to other hosts, and packet
statistics
Mount points and disk space used and allocated
Currently running processes
Installed software packages

An excerpt of SNMP information obtained from node 13 is included in Appendix B. Isilon nodes will also act as SNMP
proxies for other nodes in the cluster, so an attacker may obtain information about every node by simply querying one node
using the community name “public_node_X”, where “X” is the node number for which information will be returned.
Remediation:
Disable SNMP if it is not needed. Otherwise, at minimum change the default community name and manage it per local
password policy. If possible, use firewall rules to restrict access to the SNMP port.
Classification Calculation:
Overall CVSS v2 Score: 6.0 (Medium)
Base Vector: (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N)
Environmental Vector: (CDP:ND/TD:ND/CR:H/IR:H/AR:ND)

7

Medium

HathiTrust Unvalidated Redirect

Issue:
The HathiTrust login interface accepts arbitrary URLs in the “target” parameter, which could allow an attacker to embed a
malicious link in the login page via a specially-crafted link.
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Background:
The HathiTrust login page allows a user to select a partner institution to log in, or choose to create a friend account. When
the login page is accessed with the “target” parameter set to a specific URL, that URL is inserted into the login links in the
page. When an authenticated user clicks either login link, the “target” URL will be loaded. An attacker could exploit this to
craft a link that directs users to a malicious page (such as a fake weblogin page). The attacker would still need to convince
users to follow the crafted link, which somewhat mitigates the risk of this attack.
Location:
The issue can be reproduced using the following link.
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/wayf?target=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com
Remediation:
If it is necessary to allow the user to specify the target URL, ensure that it is validated by comparing it to a list of known
good target URLs. If there is a finite list of targets, consider using a key to index each URL internally, so that only the key
needs to be passed in the querystring.
Classification Calculation:
Overall CVSS v2 Score: 6.0 (Medium)
Base Vector: (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N)
Environmental Vector: (CDP:ND/TD:ND/CR:H/IR:H/AR:ND)

8

Medium

Isilon Authorization Bypass

Issue:
Some Isilon web administration pages neglect to check the user’s authorization, which allows an unauthenticated user to
obtain limited configuration information about the cluster.
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Background:
The Isilon cluster nodes each provide a web administration interface for cluster management. Several pages in the interface
do not check that the user is authenticated and authorized prior to presenting requested data. While the data is read-only and
does not appear to be critical, it could still provide an attacker with valuable information about the cluster.

Figure 5: An unauthenticated user can access the HTMLProviderStatus page to see the cluster's domain information.

Location:
Port 8080 on any cluster node. The following links show the vulnerable pages on node 13:
•
•
•
•

https://141.213.232.217:8080/HTMLOperationsCurrentState?job=AvScan
https://141.213.232.217:8080/HTMLProviderStatus?provider=lsa-activedirectory-provider&trusted=
https://141.213.232.217:8080/HTMLUserAuthActiveDirectoryJoinDomainProgress
https://141.213.232.217:8080/HTMLOperationsJobDetails?job=avscan

Remediation:
Contact the vendor regarding a patch. In the meantime, restrict access to the interface through a firewall, or use Apache
configuration directives to prevent access to the vulnerable pages.
Classification Calculation:
Overall CVSS v2 Score: 6.0 (Medium)
Base Vector: (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N)
Environmental Vector: (CDP:ND/TD:ND/CR:H/IR:H/AR:ND)
9

Medium
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Issue:
The Isilon cluster PlatformAPI interface discloses some configuration information about the cluster.
Background:
The Isilon PlatformAPI is a RESTful data API that allows querying of various cluster attributes. Some of the attributes that
are available do not require authentication to access, which allows an attacker to gather some information about the cluster.
Locations:
Port 9443 on any cluster node. The following links show the unauthenticated queries on node 13:
•
•
•
•
•

https://141.213.232.217:9443/1?describe
https://141.213.232.217:9443/1/cluster/config
https://141.213.232.217:9443/1/cluster/external-ips
https://141.213.232.217:9443/1/cluster/time
https://141.213.232.217:9443/1/licenses

Remediation:
Disable the PlatformAPI if it is not being used.
Classification Calculation:
Overall CVSS v2 Score: 6.0 (Medium)
Base Vector: (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N)
Environmental Vector: (CDP:ND/TD:ND/CR:H/IR:H/AR:ND)

10

Medium

Isilon Login Page Denial-of-Service

Issue:
The Isilon web administration login page can be coerced into an unrecoverable error state, making it impossible to log in.
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Background:
The Isilon web administration interface is a collection of Python files in a single directory on a cluster node. The files are
served via Webware for Python, a plugin for the Apache web server. If a user attempts to access certain Python files directly,
the application is forced into an error state that preempts loading of the login page. As a result, the application cannot be
accessed until the web server is restarted.
Location:
Port 8080 on any cluster node, such as https://141.213.232.217:8080/.

Figure 6: Persistent error in the login page.

Remediation:
Contact the vendor for a patch. If possible, restrict access to the interface so that only hosts on trusted networks can gain
access.
Classification Calculation:
Overall CVSS v2 Score: 5.0 (Medium)
Base Vector: (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P)
Environmental Vector: (CDP:ND/TD:ND/CR:H/IR:H/AR:ND)

11

Medium

Isilon Web Interface Verbose Errors

Issue:
The Isilon web administration interface displays verbose information about errors, including stack traces and full paths on the
server.
Background:
An error message is considered verbose if it reveals technical information that is not relevant to the user. Examples of such
information include SQL error messages, stack traces, names and versions of underlying software, source code, and paths to
resources on the server.
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Location:
Port 8080 on any cluster node, such as https://141.213.232.217:8080/.

Figure 7: Example of a verbose error message in the administration interface.

Remediation:
Disable verbose error messages in Webware. It may be sufficient to set “ShowDebugInfoOnErrors” to “False” in the file
/usr/local/www/webkit/Configs/Application.config, and restart Apache.
Classification Calculation:
Overall CVSS v2 Score: 4.0 (Medium, adjusted down from 6.0)
Base Vector: (AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N)
Environmental Vector: (CDP:ND/TD:ND/CR:H/IR:H/AR:ND)
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Appendix A: Targets
IP Address
141.213.232.217
141.213.128.151
141.213.128.147
141.213.128.149
141.213.232.247
141.213.232.248
141.213.128.155
141.213.128.157
141.213.128.159
141.213.128.161
141.213.128.152
141.213.128.165
141.213.128.163
141.213.128.156
141.213.128.158
141.213.128.160
141.213.128.162
141.213.128.178
141.213.128.179
141.213.128.180
141.213.128.181
141.213.128.182
141.213.128.183
141.213.128.184
141.213.128.185
141.213.128.186
141.213.128.187
141.213.128.137

Hostname
zunami-13
arak
goatmilk-1
goatmilk-2
assam
bancha
slurm-1
slurm-2
slurm-3
slurm-4
shotz-1
shotz-2
alamo
earlgrey-1
earlgrey-2
earlgrey-3
earlgrey-4
koolaid-3
koolaid-4
koolaid-5
koolaid-6
koolaid-7
koolaid-8
koolaid-9
koolaid-10
koolaid-11
koolaid-12
irene

Ȁ  

Function
Storage
Production MySQL database
Development MySQL database
Web servers

Production search servers

Development search server
Ingest server

Development, sample view

Development, full view
mirlyn-aleph (biblio data home)
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Appendix B: Excerpts from SNMP Results
SNMPv2-MIB::sysDescr.0 = STRING: Isilon OneFS zunami-13 v6.5.4.1 Isilon OneFS v6.5.4.1
B_6_5_4_59(RELEASE) amd64
SNMPv2-MIB::sysObjectID.0 = OID: SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.12124.1
DISMAN-EVENT-MIB::sysUpTimeInstance = Timeticks: (130930805) 15 days, 3:41:48.05
SNMPv2-MIB::sysContact.0 = STRING: unset@unset.invalid
SNMPv2-MIB::sysName.0 = STRING: zunami-13
<...>
TCP-MIB::tcpConnState.141.213.232.217.8080.141.213.146.137.63367 = INTEGER: established(5)
TCP-MIB::tcpConnState.141.213.232.217.51997.141.211.91.40.389 = INTEGER: closed(1)
TCP-MIB::tcpConnState.192.168.1.113.2049.192.168.0.186.837 = INTEGER: established(5)
TCP-MIB::tcpConnState.192.168.1.119.2049.192.168.0.248.718 = INTEGER: established(5)
TCP-MIB::tcpConnState.192.168.1.137.2049.192.168.0.248.844 = INTEGER: established(5)
<...>
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrStorageDescr.31 = STRING: /
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrStorageDescr.32 = STRING: /dev
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrStorageDescr.33 = STRING: /var
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrStorageDescr.34 = STRING: /var/crash
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrStorageDescr.35 = STRING: /ifs
<...>
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.1 = STRING: "libtool-2.2.6a"
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.2 = STRING: "gettext-0.14.5_2"
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.3 = STRING: "gmake-3.81_3"
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.4 = STRING: "pkg-config-0.23_1"
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.5 = STRING: "libffi-3.0.8"
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.6 = STRING: "python26-2.6.1_isilon"
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.7 = STRING: "automake-wrapper-20071109"
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.8 = STRING: "py26-logilab-common-0.51.1"
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.9 = STRING: "py26-astng-0.20.2"
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.10 = STRING: "py26-zopeInterface-3.5.1"
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.11 = STRING: "expat-2.0.1"
HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSWInstalledName.12 = STRING: "autoconf-wrapper-20071109"
<...>
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Appendix C: NFS Information
dki@iia-scanner3:~$ showmount -e 141.213.232.217
Export list for 141.213.232.217:
/ifs 192.168.0.0
dki@iia-scanner3:~$ showmount -d 141.213.232.217
Directories on 141.213.232.217:
/ifs/htapps
/ifs/htprep
/ifs/lss
/ifs/lss/3
/ifs/lss/4
/ifs/lss/7
/ifs/lss/9
/ifs/lss/bin
/ifs/lss/dev
/ifs/lss/dev/1
/ifs/lss/dev/data/5
/ifs/lss/dev/data/9
/ifs/lss/prep
(truncated to conserve space)
dki@iia-scanner3:~$ showmount -a 141.213.232.217
All mount points on 141.213.232.217:
192.168.0.155:/ifs/lss/prod/3
192.168.0.155:/ifs/lss/prod/7
192.168.0.155:/ifs/lss/prod/9
192.168.0.157:/ifs/lss/3
192.168.0.157:/ifs/lss/prod/1
192.168.0.157:/ifs/lss/prod/11
192.168.0.157:/ifs/lss/prod/7
192.168.0.157:/ifs/lss/prod/9
192.168.0.157:/ifs/sdr/1/web
192.168.0.158:/ifs/sdr/13
192.168.0.158:/ifs/sdr/2
192.168.0.158:/ifs/sdr/23
192.168.0.158:/ifs/sdr/6
192.168.0.159:/ifs/lss/prod/1
192.168.0.159:/ifs/lss/prod/2
192.168.0.159:/ifs/lss/prod/3
192.168.0.159:/ifs/lss/prod/6
192.168.0.159:/ifs/lss/prod/9
192.168.0.159:/ifs/lss/prod/flags
192.168.0.160:/ifs/sdr/13
192.168.0.161:/ifs/lss/3
192.168.0.161:/ifs/lss/4
192.168.0.161:/ifs/lss/9
192.168.0.161:/ifs/lss/dev/1
192.168.0.161:/ifs/lss/prod/10
192.168.0.161:/ifs/lss/prod/11
192.168.0.161:/ifs/lss/prod/2
192.168.0.161:/ifs/lss/prod/8
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(truncated to conserve space)

Appendix D: Vulnerabilities Identified by LIT During Testing
Via communication with Roger Espinosa (roger@umich.edu):
All the code changes can be filed under "edit queries to use placeholders".
- core shared library: 9 files; 67 modification "chunks" reported by git.
- collection builder ("mb"): 2 files, 3 chunks.
- full-text indexing: 119 chunks.
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